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Slimline Music Systems

MC-DX40DAB
SLIM MUSIC SYSTEM WITH NXT SPEAKERS

This may look like just another design-oriented audio system but, being a TEAC product, its 

performance is as striking as its appearance. Combining NXT speakers and a subwoofer, the 

MC-DX40DAB delivers exceptional sound quality. A 10W + 10W amplifier delivers a lucid sound 

through NXT speakers, while an impressive subwoofer with an output power of 15W completes 

an exceptional sonic balance. Using the NXT speakers means that they can be positioned to suit 

both the space and sonic requirements of the listener.

Functions: CD, DAB, FM, AUX

Dimensions, Weight: Main Unit 247 (W) x 169.5 (H) x 83 (D) mm, 1.3kg

 Speaker 210 (W) x 169.5 (H) x 85 (D) mm, 0.6kg

 Subwoofer 170 (W) x 220 (H) x 325 (D) mm, 4.8kg

Colour: Black

MC-DX460iDAB
SLIM MUSIC SYSTEM WITH iPod DOCK AND NXT SPEAKERS

TEAC’s advanced CD music systems now embrace your iPod, and with the supplied iPod dock, 

your music and video archives get a new lease of life. A newly designed powered subwoofer 

delivers 10 watts of deep bass, while the ultra-thin, smooth-sounding NXT speakers relay a 

further 10 watts. As a result, you hear clear and expansive sound, far removed from the sound 

from small earphones, and you enjoy crisp, wide imagery, normally impossible to realise from 

the iPod’s small screen. This product, available with a DAB/FM tuner, heralds a new era in flexible 

home entertainment.

Functions: iPod, CD, DAB, FM, AUX

Dimensions, Weight: Main Unit 255 (W) x 169 (H) x 144 (D) mm, 1.4kg

 Speaker 210 (W) x 169 (H) x 81 (D) mm, 0.7kg

 Subwoofer 170 (W) x 195 (H) x 240 (D) mm, 4.0kg

Colour: Black

The Secret of Creating an Ultra-Thin Speaker
NXT’s unique technology in devising an ultra-thin speaker system can be described in two parts. One – the core feature of 
this technology – is called the exciter. 
This transforms the electronic signal from the amplifier into vibration. Another characteristic is the flat panel, which 
emphasizes and transfers vibrations from the exciter in to the air. The material used in the manufacture of this panel 
is an important factor, with a great influence on the sound quality. TEAC uses an ultra light, yet hard, material – a thin 
aluminium honeycomb panel covered with paper on both sides. This generates the very best sound quality available from 
such a neat and compact unit.

iPod not included
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iPhone not included

SR-3DAB
CD RADIO WITH USB/SD AND iPod DOCK

This handsome tabletop CD-Radio defines compact audio for iPod and iPhone without missing incoming 

calls and texts. Touch-sensitive control panels allow you to operate the unit in a smart way with good 

visibility in the dark, while a slot-in CD player gives effortless performance. As well as its classy appearance, 

the sound performance is stunning. To maximise the performance, the cabinet structure is derived from a 

timeless conventional bookshelf speaker design. A DAB/FM tuner delivers music and speech programmes 

from local stations, while a USB and an SD Card slot allows you to playback MP3 music.

Functions: iPod/iPhone, CD, DAB, FM, USB, SD, AUX

Dimensions, Weight: 355 (W) x 125 (H) x 233 (D) mm, 2.7kg

Colour: Black

SR-2DAB
STEREO RADIO WITH iPOD DOCK

This tabletop radio is great for iPhone users, who are always looking for something new. You can connect 

an iPhone without setting it to the airplane mode – which keeps you connected to both your mobile 

phone network and the internet. That means you will never miss incoming calls and texts while playing 

back music or video on your iPhone. Even with your iPod, you will enjoy stunning sound from your playlist, 

or enjoy video playback on your own TV. This elegant, compact DAB/FM unit also includes a handy dual 

alarm function, so that you can set a separate alarm call without disturbing your regular wake-up or 

reminder signal.

Functions: iPod/iPhone, DAB, FM, AUX

Dimensions, Weight: 322 (W) x 113 (H) x 188 (D) mm, 2.7kg

Colour: Black

Tabletop Audio

iPhone not included



What is the Internet Radio

Internet Radio, also known as streaming radio or web-radio, is an audio 

broadcasting service on the internet. Most of the broadcasters on the 

internet are existing broadcasting stations for FM or AM, and they are 

transmitting the same programme to the internet simultaneously. However, 

there are thousands of internet-exclusive broadcasters and personal-based 

stations out there. Moreover, the number of stations has been increasing 

day by day and the total number has reached over 12,000.

The most interesting characteristic of Internet Radio is that, unlike any other 

traditional broadcasting medium, it is ”borderless”. It is also accessible from 

anywhere in the world, whenever you connect to the internet, via either 

wire or wireless.

Once you connect to the internet, the Internet Radio tuner displays the 

thousands of available stations by genre or by country. Select a sub-genre 

and the list is narrowed; click on a station name and you’re listening in an 

instant. The digital audio signal from the station travels over the internet, 

across the city limit, borders, mountains, or even the Atlantic Ocean, at 

the speed of light. Internet Radio turns you into an armchair music world-

traveller. Furthermore, Internet Radio is not just for music lovers. Almost 

all interests, religious, news, comedy or talk stations can be heard in your 

preferred language. Internet-Radio will make a significant difference to your 

listening choice and habits forever.

Room-Filling Sound from a Small Speaker

This newly developed Balanced Radiator (BMR) speaker from NXT delivers stunning 

sound from a compact unit. BMR technology combines the qualities of NXT flat 

panel speakers with the piston movement of conventional drive units, giving wide 

directivity and an extended bandwidth. The active NXT speaker is used in conjunction 

with a tuned passive radiator for rich, powerful bass.

NXT BMR Active Speakers

Speaker Chambers

NXT BMR Passive Speakers
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Model R-3
PORTABLE DAB/FM RADIO

As soon as you open the box, you will be able to tune in your favourite 

station with the minimum of effort. Just turn on the radio, tune in, 

and then adjust the volume. That’s it! Stunning sound is delivered from 

this well-designed and petite radio, which works with either mains or 

batteries.

Functions: DAB, FM, AUX

Dimensions, Weight: 238 (W) x 127 (H) x 131 (D) mm, 1.4kg

Colour: Black, White

R-4iDNT
DAB/FM/INTERNET RADIO WITH iPod DOCK

This sleek desktop radio offers a great deal. It plays music from 

your iPhone without missing incoming calls and texts, while you 

are listening – not just to the iPod but also to radio stations via the 

internet, DAB or FM. NXT’s new BMR speaker technology allows for a 

slimline build without sacrificing excellent bass response, coupled to 

crisp midrange and treble. The built-in Internet Radio tuner delivers a 

multitude of music from around the world while the DAB/FM tuner 

also connects you to local stations. In addition, as you playback 

playlists on your iPod, the music ID will be sent to the Last.fm server, 

which analyses your musical taste and delivers similar types of music 

next time you visit Last.fm.

Functions: iPod/iPhone, DAB, FM, Internet Radio, PC Streaming, last.fm, AUX

Dimensions, Weight: 310 (W) x 53 (H) x 210 (D) mm, 1.6kg

Colour: Black

DAB, FM and Internet Radios

SR-LUXi
STEREO RADIO WITH iPod DOCK AND ROOM LIGHT

This uniquely shaped tabletop audio device, incorporating an iPod 

dock, is graced with beautiful natural-coloured LED lights, which 

deliver an extraordinarily relaxed atmosphere to your room when 

daylight fades. Ingeniously, it helps you wake-up in the morning too, 

and quite naturally, with a programmed luminance control. This blends 

light and sound – quite literally. And the aim is to promote a good, 

relaxed feeling, through glowing radiance, while listening to your 

favourite music. Good room lighting is an essential part of a relaxed 

environment to promote a feeling of wellbeing. 

The iPod dock is located directly in the centre of the SR-LUXi so that 

it is well balanced with the smart stereo speakers independently 

positioned on each side. An intelligent programmed wake-up timer 

then automatically controls the lights to work as you fall into sleep and 

wake-up.

Functions: iPod/iPhone, FM, AUX

Dimensions, Weight: 244 (W) x 244 (H) x 104 (D) mm, 1.2kg

Colour: Pearl White

How the Wake-Up Light Works
It is a fact that environmental and surrounding brightness affects people’s feelings and 
moods. People react to sunlight and feel generally happier and more at ease. That’s 
why we all feel better in the light of day than we do in the dark of night. You can set 
the SR-LUXi alarm 10 or 30 minutes before your required waking time, the choice 
is yours, and the natural colour of the LED lights gradually become more intense, 
through the eyelids, sending a signal to your brain, announcing the start of day. 

The signal triggers your brain to commence the wake-up process and you become 
more aware and able to face the rigours of the day with energy. Then, the music from 
your iPod or iPhone kicks in and you are truly ready for the world! At night it’s the 
reverse as you drift gently to sleep with a soft, fading light, the unit switching to sleep 
mode automatically, ready for the morning.

iPhone not included

iPhone not included
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Full-Size Components

AG-790A
STEREO AM/FM RECEIVER

A good old-fashioned stereo receiver brimming with the very latest in audio technology. 

This attractive component delivers 100 watts + 100 watts power to two pairs of speakers 

and comes with five audio inputs including a phono input to connect your turntable. A 

quartz synthesised AM/FM tuner incorporated with 30 preset memories allows you to 

tune in your favourite station with a touch of button, as a large volume control knob 

brings comfortable operation. In addition, the pair of auxiliary AC outlets is highly 

practical and convenient when you set up the system. It may look like a conventional 

stereo receiver, but its potential is huge. Once set up, it becomes the very heart of a 

high-performance hi-fi system.

Input Selector: Phono, CD, Tape, Tuner (AM, FM), AUX

Dimensions, Weight: 435 (W) x 144 (H) x 330 (D) mm, 7.4kg

AG-980
DUAL ZONE STEREO AM/FM RECEIVER

This receiver is designed to deliver multi-zone audio from a simple, affordable unit. 

With the TEAC AG-980, you can have four pairs of speakers grouped in one Main-Zone 

and one Sub-Zone, and each zone controlled individually; including selecting the input 

source, switching speakers on and off and adjusting the volume level. This means the 

AG-980 is great for commercial premises like pubs, restaurants or shops. For example, 

a Café-Bistro dining area may be designated as the Main-Zone, with a Beethoven String 

Quartet playing on CD with the bar/reception area acting as a Sub-Zone for cool funky-

jazz from a radio station. Moreover, there is much more to the AG-980. A Sub-Zone Pre-

Out delivers a line-level audio signal to an additional amplifier in a separate location – a 

garden, for example – while a standard DC-12 V Trigger Out extends the flexibility of the 

system by allowing on/off from a remote location. Furthermore, the RS-232C provides 

controllability of every single command of the unit from a third-party remote control. In 

addition, as a bonus, there is a Phono input included so that audiophiles can share the 

experience.

Input Selector: Phono, CD, Tape, Tuner (AM, FM), AUX, Video

Dimensions, Weight: 440 (W) x 141 (H) x 330 (D) mm, 8.4kg

Sub-zone (Source 1 or 2)

Main-zone (Source 1)

Speaker C

DC Trigger

DC Trigger

Stereo Amplifier

Power Amplifier

Speaker A

Speaker B

Speaker D

Pre-out
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Full-Size Components

A-R610
INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER

Traditional quality audio, particularly in stereo amplifiers, still attracts true audiophiles, despite the changes 

in audio technology over the years. This classic amplifier delivers 120 watts + 120 watts power to a wide 

range of speakers, from 4 ohms to 16 ohms – or to compact monitor speakers on a desktop. In addition, 

you can use two sets of speakers if you want, main and sub speaker sets. A large volume control knob 

allows you to control precise volume levels with ease. On its own or matched with the TEAC T-R610 AM/

FM tuner, which is controllable with a single remote control from the A-R610, this traditionally styled 

amplifier is a reminder of just how good quality high-fidelity stereo playback is in the modern age.

Input Selector: Phono, CD, Tape, Tuner, AUX, Video1, Video2

Dimensions, Weight: 435 (W) x 142 (H) x 355 (D) mm, 9.7kg

PD-D2620
CARROUSEL TYPE 5-DISC CHANGER CD PLAYER

This handy 5-disc changer with headphone volume control effortlessly plays MP3 discs in addition to 

standard CDs. The great thing is that once discs are fully loaded in the unit, regardless of the type of disc, 

be it a standard CD, CD-R/RW or an MP3 disc from your iTunes playlist, you can continuously playback as 

many as 750 songs*, for as long as 60 hours*, without having to touch the player. This means that, with 

one single CD player, you can play back entire album collections from some of the world’s greatest artists. 

Both coaxial and optical digital outputs provide flexible connection to digital recorders, while a volume 

control for the headphone jack is included for added convenience. * Compression rate 1:10

Dimensions, Weight: 435 (W) x 115 (H) x 390 (D) mm, 6.2kg

CD-P1260
CD PLAYER

It is generally accepted that a centre-mounted mechanism is the most efficient way to stabilise small vibrations 

in CD playback. Now, this conventional CD player can deliver your downloaded computer-generated MP3 files 

with clarity and style.

Dimensions, Weight: 435 (W) x 100 (H) x 285 (D) mm, 4.1kg

CD-P1160D
CD PLAYER

With a coaxial digital audio output, a pure audio signal emerges from a centre-mounted CD mechanism, 

which is an ideal structural design for a superior CD player. A clear music calendar in the display keeps you 

posted on the information you need at a glance.

Dimensions, Weight: 435 (W) x 80 (H) x 280 (D) mm, 4.0kg
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Full-Size Components

Vinyl Copy Station

W-600R
DOUBLE AUTO REVERSE CASSETTE DECK

Don’t let your cherished audio cassette collection gather dust in the cupboard. This outstanding double 

auto-reverse cassette deck revives your memories. Tape replay doesn’t get better than this!

Dimensions, Weight: 435 (W) x 145(H) x 290 (D) mm, 3.8kg

T-R610
AM/FM STEREO TUNER

Although this component looks like a traditional high-fidelity stereo tuner, it conceals refined and reliable 

technologies within. 30 AM plus 30 FM station presets allow instant and effortless radio station searching 

and surfing at the touch of a button.

Dimensions, Weight: 435 (W) x 87 (H) x 294 (D) mm, 2.9kg

LP-R500
PHONO CD-RECORDER WITH CASSETTE PLAYER

This revolutionary turntable quickly and effortlessly archives your 

analogue LP collection into digital music files, recording 33, 

45, and 78-rpm vinyl records, cassette tapes and even AM/FM 

programmes onto CD-R/RW discs. A track-increment function 

transfers the track information to the CD-R/RW, in either 

automatic or manual mode. The recording-level control, complete 

with a level meter, is another useful audiophile feature, while the 

tape section has two tape positions, normal and high. 

Moreover, the auxiliary input allows you to connect any source you 

want to record digitally. Everything you need for music playback is 

here, including an AM/FM tuner, amplifier and stereo speakers – 

all housed in a smart black case.

Functions: Turntable, CD, Tape, Tuner (AM/FM), AUX

Dimensions, Weight: 470 (W) x 230 (H) x 390 (D) mm, 11kg

Colour: Black, Woodgrain

Digitise Your Archive
If you own a collection of records and cassette tapes – perhaps crammed in the 
cupboard under the stairs, in the garage, or hidden up in the attic – why not 
revitalise these vinyl discs and magnetic tapes to play on your car’s CD music 
system or on your MP3 player? TEAC’s Phono CD-Recorder transfers from analogue 

to CD. The Auto Track Increment function automatically provides track information 
to a CD-R/RW disc, by detecting a silent gap between tracks on the record or tape, 
while the Manual Track Increment deals with live recordings and scratched vinyl. 
Once your analogue archives have been digitalised, you have them forever.
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MC-DX40DAB
Slim Music System

• Plays CD, CD-R/RW, MP3 discs
• 1” NXT Exciter speakers
• DAB (Band-III)/FM RDS tuner
• Output power: 10 W + 10 W (Speaker),
  15 W (Subwoofer)
• LCD display
• Audio In
• 3.5mm Headphone Jack
• Remote Control
• Dimension:
 247 x 169.5 x 83mm, 1.3kg (Main unit),
 210 x 169.5 x 85mm, 0.6kg (Speaker),
 170 x 220 x 325mm 4.8kg (Subwoofer)

SR-3DAB
CD Radio with iPod Dock/USB/SD

• Plays CD, CD-R/RW, MP3 Discs
• Plays MP3 Files on USB/SD
• Built-in iPod Dock with Rid
• DAB (Band-III)/FM RDS Tuner
• LCD Display with Dimmer
• Digital Clock, Dual Alarm, Snooze, Sleep 

Timer
• Output Power: 5W + 5W
• 2.5” Full-range Speaker
• USB Port
• SD Card Slot
• Audio Input
• 3.5mm Headphone Jack
• Dimension: 355 x 125x 233 mm, 2.7g

SR-2DAB
Stereo Radio with iPod Dock

• DAB (Band-III)/FM RDS Tuner
• Built-in iPod Dock
• LCD Display with Dimmer
• Digital Clock, Dual Alarm, Snooze, Sleep 

Timer
• Output Power: 2W + 2W
• 2.25” Full-range Speaker
• Audio Input
• 3.5mm Headphone Jack
• Dimension: 322 x 113 x 188 mm, 2.7kg

SR-LUXi
Stereo Radio with iPod Dock/Room Light

• Built-in iPod Dock
• LED Room Light with Dimmer
• Programmed Wake-Up Lighting
• FM Tuner
• LCD Display with Dimmer
• Digital Clock, Timer-on, Snooze, Sleep Timer
• Wake to iPod, Tuner or Buzzer
• Daylight Saving Timer Switch
• Output Power: 2.5W + 2.5W
• 1” Full-range Speaker x 4
• Audio Input
• 3.5mm Headphone Jack
• Remote Control
• Dimension: 244 x 244 x 104 mm, 1.2kg

R-3
Portable DAB/FM Radio

• DAB (Band-III, L-band) /FM Tuner
• LCD Display
• Digital Clock, Timer-on, Sleep Timer
• Output Power: 1.5W
• 3” Full-range Speaker
• Aluminium Facia
• Integrated Rechargeable Ni-MH Battery
• Audio Input
• 3.5mm Headphone Jack (stereo)
• Dimension: 238 x 127 x 131 mm, 1.4kg

R-4iDNT
DAB/FM/Internet Radio with iPod Dock

• DAB (Band-III)/FM/Internet Radio Tuner
• Streaming Playback from PC
• Built-in iPod Dock
• NXT BMR Active Speakers
• NXT BMR Passive Speakers
• LCD Display with Dimmer
• Digital Clock, Timer-on, Snooze, Sleep Timer
• Output Power: 10W + 10W
• Audio Input
• Ethernet (10Base-T)
• Wireless LAN (IEEE802.11b/g)
• 3.5mm Headphone Jack
• Dimension: 310 x 53 x 210 mm, 1.6kg

MC-DX460iDAB
Slim Music System with iPod Dock

• Plays CD, CD-R/RW, MP3 discs
• 1” NXT Exciter speakers
• Built-in iPod dock   • LCD display
• DAB (Band-III)/FM RDS tuner
• Output power: 5 W + 5 W (Speaker),
  10 W (Subwoofer)
• Composite Video Out
• Audio In
• Remote Control
• Dimension:
 255 x 169 x 144mm, 1.4kg (Main unit),
 210 x 169 x 81mm, 0.7kg (Speaker),
 170 x 195 x 240mm 4.0kg (Subwoofer)

CD-P1160D
CD Player

• Plays CD, CD-R/RW Discs
• Centre-mounted Drive Mechanism
• LCD Display with Music Calendar
• Repeat, Shuffle, Program play
• Intro Check
• Coaxial Digital Audio Output
• 6.3mm Gold-plated Headphone Jack with Volume
• Remote Control
• Dimension: 435 x 80 x 280mm, 4.0kg

AG-980
Dual Zone Stereo Receiver

• 65W/ch Output Power (A/B/C/D)
• 35W/ch Output Power (A/B+C/D)
• 10W/ch Output Power (A+B+C+D)
• 6 Audio Inputs: Phono, CD, Tuner, Tape, 

AUX, DVD
• Dual zone speaker outputs and Preout
• A/B/C/D speaker selection
• 30 preset PLL synthesised AM/FM tuner
• FL display • Audio: In x 5, Out x 2
• DC12V Trigger Out x 2
• RC-232C
• 6.3mm Gold-plated Headphone Jack
• Remote control
• Dimension: 440 x 141 x 330mm, 8.4kg

CD-P1260
CD Player

• Plays CD, CD-R/RW, MP3 Discs
• Centre-mounted Drive Mechanism
• LCD Display with Music Calendar
• Repeat, Shuffle, Program play
• Intro Check
• 6.3mm Gold-plated Headphone Jack with Volume
• Remote Control
• Dimension: 435 x 100 x 285mm, 4.1kg

AG-790A
Stereo Receiver

• 100W + 100W Output Power (8 ohms)
• 5 Audio Inputs: Phono, CD, Tuner, Tape, 

Video/AUX
• Tone and balance control
• A/B speaker selection
• AM/FM RDS Tuner
• 30 Station Memory
• FL Display
• Audio: In x 4, Out x 1
• Auxiliary AC Outlet (VDE x 1)
• 6.3mm Gold-plated Headphone Jack
• Remote Control
• Dimension: 435 x 144 x 330mm, 7.4kg

PD-D2620
5-Disc Changer CD Player

• Plays CD, CD-R/RW, MP3 Discs
• Precision Front-loading Drawer for 5 CDs
• Sequential Playback System
• FL Display with Music Calendar
• Repeat, Shuffle, Program Play
• Intro Check
• Coaxial and Optical Digital Audio Outputs
• 6.3mm Gold-plated Headphone Jack with Volume
• Remote Control
• Dimension: 435 x 115 x 390mm, 6.2kg

A-R610
Stereo Amplifier

• 90W + 90W Output Power (8 ohms)
• 120W+120W Output Power (4 ohms)
• 7 Audio Inputs: Phono, CD, Tuner, Tape, 

AUX, Video1, Video2
• Motor-driven Master Volume Control
• Balance and Tone Control
• Mic Mixing with Level Control
• A/B speaker Selection
• Binding-post Speaker Terminals (speaker-A)
• 6.3mm Gold-plated Mic Jack with Mic 

Level Control
• 6.3mm Gold-plated Headphone Jack
• Dimension: 435 x 142 x 355mm, 9.7kg

T-R610
AM/FM Stereo Tuner

• AM/FM Tuner
• 30 AM + 30 FM Station Memory
• Sleep Timer
• RDS
• FL Display with Dimmer
• Analogue Audio Output
• Remote Control
• Dimension: 435 x 87 x 294mm, 2.9kg

W-600R
Double Auto Reverse Cassette Deck

• Continuous Play (Deck I & II)
• Bi-directional Record and Play (Deck II)
• IC Logic Control
• Dolby B NR
• 2-colour LED Left and Right-channel Peak Meters
• 3-digit Electronic Tape Counter
• High/Normal Speed Dubbing
• Full Auto-stop
• Automatic Tape-type Selector
• Remote Sensor
• Dimension: 435 x 145 x 290mm, 3.8kg

Black

RC-1239

White UR-430

RC-853

RC-1044ARC-722UR-415 UR-592B

Specifications

RC-1104B RC-1200 RC-1236 RC-1234
RC-1231

LP-R500
Phono CD-Recorder with Cassette Player

• Supports CD-R/RW Recording
• Auto/Manual Track Increment
• Rec Level Control with Rec Level Indicator
• 3-speed Turntable (33/45/78)
• Auto Return
• Stereo Cassette Player
• PLL Synthesised AM/FM Tuner
• Audio Input

• 3.5mm Headphone Jack
• Remote Control
• Dimension: 470 x 230 x 390mm, 11.0kg
• Replacement Stylus: STL-103X2, SPL-102

STL-103X2
Stylus for LP/EP Records
• Needle: Sapphire
• Dimension: 10 x 4.5 x 18mm, 0.2g
• Contains 2 Pieces per Box
• Fits LP-R500, LP-R400

SPL-102
Stylus for SP records
• Needle: Diamond
• Dimension: 10 x 4.5 x 18mm, 0.2g
• Fits LP-R500, LP-R400

RC-1157
Black Woodgrain
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